
BRIEFING

Keep a record of all safety education and include the date, discussion leader name, and a listing of all employees in attendance on the 
Attendance Register. This is one of a series of safety information guides. Use this as a framework for safety discussions within the workplace. 
It is a general description ONLY and does not carry the force of legal opinion. Visit SAFETY WORKSTM at www.clearpathmutual.com for 
additional FREE training, education, and awareness material. SAFETY WORKS, Work It! TM

FALLS 

Stairways and ladders are major sources of injuries and fatalities in the workplace. Proper use of ladders is 

essential in preventing accidents. Exposure to wet floors or spills and clutter can lead to falls and other injuries. 

Think, watch, and walk safely. 

 

THINK

  The most frequent cause of a fall is using ladders incorrectly.

  Constructing makeshift ladders is never appropriate.

  Always face the ladder and never use the top rung as a step.

  Before using any ladder, inspect it for defects. 

WATCH

  A well-lighted and uncluttered stairway is a safe stairway.

  Stairways with four or more steps must have handrails.

  Using the stairway handrail will prevent falls and minimize injury.

  Avoid carrying loads on stairs that require both hands. 

 

WALK

  Keep all walking and working surfaces clean and orderly.

  Watch for warning signs of wet surfaces and always report spills immediately.

  If spill or wet surface is evident, dry it or guard it if possible.

  Aisles and passageways are not storage ways.

  Access to exits must remain clear of obstructions at all time. 

   

 
WORKING SAFELY TAKES WORK.



TOPIC           DATE 

TRAINER          TITLE

ATTENDANCE REGISTER
The BRIEFING or any safety discussion does not meet OSHA training requirement. Training must 

include testing or “proof” that employees comprehend and understand the material presented. OSHA 
recommends that employers keep a record of all safety and health training and education. Records 

provide evidence of the employer’s god faith and compliance with OSHA standards. Have all attending 
employees sign below and maintain a copy of this Briefing for your educational records.

ATTENDEE ATTENDEE


